TWO COUNTRIES, ONE RESOURCE

GLOBAL ADVANTAGE CLIENTS can access a market of over 34 MILLION PEOPLE within a 500-mile radius and over 55 MILLION PEOPLE within a 1,000-mile radius.

Lower your business costs, expand your markets, and increase productivity by doing business in the globally competitive Arizona–Sonora Region.

You’ll find a sophisticated infrastructure, a talented workforce, proximity to major markets, and more.

The Offshore Group’s Manufacturing Community in Sonoyta/Tucson, Arizona

The University of Arizona’s Technology Park in Tucson, Arizona

Where Technology Innovators & Manufacturers

GAIN A COMPETITIVE EDGE

Areas of Research Expertise:
- Aerospace and Defense
- Informed Security and Border Technology
- Solar and Renewable Energy
- Mining Technology
- Agriculture and Arid Lands
- Life Sciences and Biotechnologies
- Marine and Environmental Sciences
- Optics and Photonics

Areas of Manufacturing Expertise:
- Aerospace precision machining and special processes and electronics/automotive manufacturing
- Automotive assembly and parts manufacturing
- Medical and aerospace manufacturing
- Electronic components manufacturing and assembly including FTA
- Metallurgical
- Plastic component manufacturing

Begin the process by contacting Global Advantage to discuss the specific benefits to your company.

Global Advantage
505 S. 11th Road, Suite 150
Tucson, Arizona 85717 USA
520-823-1884
GlobalAdvantage@uapvtucson.org

Knowledge and Competencies in the Region
Leverage the Strengths of GLOBAL ADVANTAGE

OUR VALUE PROPOSITION

Global Advantage provides solutions to companies large and small (from around the world) who seek business success in the North American marketplace and a competitive venue where and to whom their ideas, products or goods, while benefiting technological advancements.

Global Advantage is uniquely positioned in a quadrant of North America with close proximity that is unsurpassed anywhere else. Where other companies have limited access to existing research and development infrastructure and have isolated away from the rapidly expanding economy of one of the country’s most competitive manufacturing centers in Mexico. By working in tandem, offer enhanced strength as a single global advantage to the expansion out of leading globally competitive businesses.

Global Advantage offers business services with state-of-the-art technology parks and manufacturing communities, assistance with business development, access to resources, and key partnerships.

THE CHALLENGE

Technology-based innovation is essential to any thriving economy. It is this fact, driving standards of living and ultimately shaping one within an global economy. The challenge is to find a better way forward to gain acceptance in the marketplace. The ability for innovation to deliver the competitive advantage is dependent upon their venues that strike the right balance between infrastructure, knowledge, connectivity and cost.

Global Advantage is a partnership of world-class resources that meets this challenge.

A GLOBALLY COMPETITIVE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

- Access to Major Markets in North America – California, Texas, US Midwest West and Western Mexico
- Assistance with Predvost Development from design, promoting, testing, evaluation, and demonstration
- Competitively Paced Advanced Manufacturing from first-generation to full-scale manufacturing

AN INNOVATIVE PARTNERSHIP

The Offshore Group develops manufacturing environments and delivers innovative solutions that enable foreign manufactures of all sizes to establish a sustainable and competitive North American footprint.

Tech Parks Arizona creates dynamic research park communities that bridge the expertise of the University of Arizona together with technology companies and entrepreneurs from across the region and around the world to create and commercially lead edge innovations.

7,000 Employees
66 Clients
46 Sites
2 Billion
2 Billion

16,000 Employees
16 Sites
20 Clients
1,800 Employees
4 Million

+ AP166 Systems
+ RE5000
+ Support Aerospace & Defense
+ 213, Elast Technologies

Gilbertson President of Offshore Group Engineering and Manufacturing